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If you can handle the smallness of the planes on the overhead airport display it`s a very solid game, With alot of player input.
For me the lack of any sort of 3D view means I will be getting it`s newer sibling but bar a few oddities worked well.

I`d even go so far as to say this top down view if your eyesight is good enough to see the GA planes is probably better than the
3D version.

If you have an interest in either ATC or just active puzzle games then it`s a good buy.. I recently purchased this game after
having it recommended to me multiple times through steam and hearing about it via the 'Hello, From the Magic Tavern' podcast.
I'm a fan of the indie platformers and willing to try most things under $20 if they are justified. I honestly hoped to find more to
this local multiplayer game but after under an hour on single player mode I'm having a difficult time.

The missions are similar to early smash brothers target practice modes, 'avoid getting hit' speed runs, general control testing and
advanced versions of target practice. Beating modes with ranks C or above means moving onto the next set of missions
(eventually resulting in alternate stage layouts), B and above means alternate costumes, A and S rank means concept art. Beating
all mission types and levels unlocks hardmode and credits.

If this game goes under 60% on sales and you host video game parties comfortably with steam then pick this game up for
variety, otherwise I can't reccomend this for single players who require online multi-player more often than not.
The art style is very cute and I greatly support the people at the previously mentioned podcast.

1 Anime/5 Animes. Got to be said, it is a short game. 2 hours in and I am already done with all achievements! The first 1.5
hours I spent getting it to work properly but thanks to a nice friendly dev I was being a wizard in no time.

I loved the intro and I loved the story and the jokes they put in but after like 20 minutes that just stops and it becomes a rather
dull endless runner kind of game with very little variations.

I would still recommend it though, as I hope that more stuff will be added such as more story, more enemies and most of all,
more locations to run! I think that would make this game actually great. In it's current form it is not as awesome as I feel it could
be.

6\/10 I would say.
. DONT DO IT just back away and forget u saw anything, it's seriously that bad (cringe). This may very well replace "The Lab"
as the very first experience I will use to demo the Vive to friends and family in the future. Totally intuitive physics and controls.
I am so blown away right now, thank you, thank you, thank you for the astonishing value of this experience!. This game is good
in its own way, but if you have to compare it to other hell-bullet games, its not really that special.

I will rather play Astebreed again, it was fun and pretty.. i like this game its fun but when u join servers they keep throwing me
out idk why. Okay game. fun the first hours of playing it, not really THAT fun but ye. If u have nothin else to do I'd suggest you
play Dota 2, CSGO or just TF2 cuz they are better :D
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Watchout: although game is for free, it appears that several big bugs destroy whole gamplay.
Worst programming bug is that game does not save anymore any game data after a while. i wrote several bug reports but no
answer, no solving tipps in forum - nothing. this ruins any managing fun. bad bad programming, sad!. I would have given it a
thumbs up - inexpensive, generally good acting and pace, social commentary. It's like a short film.

The thing that really annoyed me was that it has online DRM - the game won't run unless you allow it through a firewall, even
after it is installed and activated. I had to allow the processes. I don't mind games looking for data, but they should work without
it too. If the publisher ever shut their servers, this game will stop working. It goes against the ethos of the story somewhat.

I have to say, the player input is just choosing which of the screens to make a bit bigger than the others. There's no obvious way
in which I could see it changing or affecting anything. Don't come in here expecting big choices or you'll be disappointed. As a
short film at a low price, it is fine.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. Hmm, where do I begin? Well, I was a user of
PlayStation Home, which I miss incredibly, and I appreciate that Atom Universe is one of the successors to PlayStation Home. I
just wish there were a lot of things on here that could have been done differently.

The avatars look like they're on steroids. Why not have them look a bit more realistic? The movement (walking/running) doesn't
look very natural either.

The user interface is really clunky. I don't like how I have to open up my PDA to select a dance or a pose. The bleeps and the
bloops are kind of annoying as well. I wish opening menus were more like how PlayStation Home's was, which actually Four
Kings followed up with.

I'm not saying, "Yeah don't play this, this is trash." I actually am very grateful that Atom Republic has made this, but I wish to
see more improvements. In fact, I think it's really cool that they made this cross compatible with PS4 players. Of course, all the
blue players (PS4) like to bash the green players (PC) because there are so many of them and not as many of us lol. I do hope
for the best for Atom Republic and will keep checking back after each update!. If you enjoy tower defense you should give this
a try. The developer has done a good job bringing this into VR. The table fits well in my roomspace area and it is pretty well
designed. Everything is intuitive with motion controls. The areas you play in have things going on around you and added touches
like the weather changing when bosses come out help with the atmosphere. Graphics are nice and I havent had a single drop in
performance even when the table is chaos with enemies and towers. There is a fair variety of towers and the placement areas are
a lot more free for positioning than any of the other in VR tower defense games so far alowing you to create mazes. I am about
5 hours in so far and there is lots of life left in this game. Definitely worth the price in my opinion.. You will not like this game
if:

If you understand nothing about basic market mechanisms and you have no intention to get into it.
If you don't like detailed and complex gameplay.
If you like winning after 20 minutes.
If you hate 2D games or oldies and you prefer AAA mind blowing games.
If you do not have time to think or plan ahead and instead you prefer straight forward gameplay.
If you are not afraid to play an old game that does not offer entertaining sea battles.

Patrician 3 is an interesting game that is surprisingly well balanced. In that sense it is not too hard to understand how the game
works but if you want to explore all the aspects of the game then yes you will find challenges.

E.g - not running your business to bankruptcy isn't hard. You buy for 1 you must sell for 2. However attaining the rank of
Patrician and becoming a local politician requires you to maximise profit, minimise cost, optimise trade routes, or utilise "auto-
trade" tool etc. Indeed You need to reach a certain level of wealth in order to explore the entire gameplay.

Review 8/10. I liked the way the sandbox worked, It was very fun to play with my freinds.
I would give this game three to four stars. fun puzzle game up to level 9... then the pit of death will clam your life
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